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This has been a rather successful grant, leading to several major discoveries that not only have 

fundamentally altered our understanding of metabolic networks, but have also lead to several highly 

cited publications on the subject. We started by addressing the existence of modules in the 

metabolism. An elegant proposal addressing the cell's functional architecture is offered by the 

concept of modularity. This concept assumes the possibility of seamlessly partitioning the cell into a 

collection of modules, in which each module, a discrete entity of several elementary components, 

performs an identifiable task, separable from the functions of other modules. Simultaneously, it is 

now widely recognized that the components of a living cell are dynamically connected to one 

another, such that the cell’s functional properties are ultimately encoded into a complex intracellular 

web of molecular interactions. This is perhaps most evident when inspecting the cellular 

metabolism, for which the probability that a substrate can react with k other substrates decays as a 

power law P(k) ~ k-γ with γ ≅ 2.2 suggesting that metabolic networks have a scale-free topology. A 

distinguishing feature of such scale-free networks is the existence of a few highly connected 

metabolites which participate in a very large number of metabolic reactions. With a large number of 

links, these hubs integrate all substrates into a single, integrated web in which the existence of fully 

separated modules is prohibited by definition.  

 

Yet, the dilemma of a modular- vs. a highly integrated module-free metabolic network 

organization remains. The most important result was our ability to show that the metabolic networks 

of 43 distinct organisms are discernibly organized into many small, highly connected topologic 

modules that combine in a hierarchical manner into larger, less cohesive units, their number and 

degree of clustering following a power law. Within Escherichia coli the uncovered hierarchical 

modularity closely overlaps with known metabolic functions. The paper describing these findings 

was published by Science. [Ravasz et al. Hierarchical organization of modularity in metabolic 

networks, Science 297, 1551-5 (2002)]. 

 
We have also completed a second major project, addressing the issue of how frequently a given 

metabolic pathway is utilized in setting up metabolic states of E. coli. Various biochemical reactions 
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are known to have widely different roles and impact, some being highly active under most growth 

conditions, while others are switched on only under rare environmental circumstances. Recent 

advances in metabolic flux analysis have significantly improved our ability to generate quantitative 

predictions on the relative importance of various reactions. Following flux-balance analysis we first 

established a solution space using constraints imposed by the conservation of mass and the 

stochiometry of the reaction system for the reconstructed E. coli MG1655 metabolic network. 

Assuming that cellular metabolism is in a steady state and optimized for the maximal growth rate, 

we calculated the flux for each reaction, providing a measure of each reaction’s relative activity. A 

striking feature of the obtained flux distribution is its overall inhomogeneity; i.e., reactions with 

orders of magnitude different fluxes coexist under the same conditions. We found that the 

distribution is best fitted with a power law with a small k cutoff. The observed local flux 

inhomogeneity indicates that for each metabolite i we can identify a single reaction that dominates 

its production (consumption). We find that this approach uncovers a distinct structure of disjoint 

pathways, which, representing the high flux backbone of the metabolism, largely overlap with the 

traditional, biochemistry-based partitioning of cellular metabolism. The paper describing these was 

published by Nature, and featured in the journal’s cover [E. Almaas et al., Global organization of 

metabolic fluxes in the bacterium Escherichia coli, Nature 427, 839-843 (2004)].  

 

Finally, we used flux-balance analysis to thoroughly assess the activity of Escherichia coli, 

Helicobacter pylori, and Saccharomyces cerevisiae metabolism in 30,000 diverse simulated 

environments. This work allowed us to identify a set of metabolic reactions forming a connected 

metabolic core that carry non-zero fluxes under all growth conditions, and whose flux variations are 

highly correlated. Furthermore, we found that the enzymes catalyzing the core reactions display a 

considerably higher fraction of phenotypic essentiality and evolutionary conservation than those 

catalyzing noncore reactions. Cellular metabolism is characterized by a large number of species-

specific conditionally active reactions organized around an evolutionary conserved, but always 

active, metabolic core. Finally, we found that most current antibiotics interfering with bacterial 

metabolism target the core enzymes, indicating that our findings may have important implications 

for antimicrobial drug-target discovery. The paper describing these was published by PLOS 

Computational Biology [E. Almaas et al., PLoS Computational Biology 1, 0557-0563 (2005)]. 
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